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Goodfellow, J.: 

1.	 BACKGROUND 

A Walter Wilson, now 47, commenced his employment as a pilot in the aviation 

industry in 1973 as flight instructor with the Halifax ~ying Club. He has held a number of 

jobs as pilot since then and began his employment with Sobeys on June 17, 1995 and was 

dismissed September 19, 1995. Although he continued to be paid by Sobeys through to 

November 30, 1995, Mr. Wilson advances the viewthat he was required to enter into a two 

year contract with respect to certain training expensespaid for by Sobeys, and that he would 

not leave his "secure" employment with the Government of Nova Scotia until it was 

confirmed that he had secured a new position with Sobeys. He now seeks twenty-one 

months notice, the amount of pension contribution which Sobeys would have made for the 

period of notice and general damages. 

Sobeys advanced the position that Mr. Wilson was dismissed on the basis of 

misrepresentation in his application and resume as to his employment history and on his 

marginal job performance. Further Sobeys points to the contract of employment and says 

that it was a probationary contract permitting Sobeys to dismiss Mr. Wilson at any time 

during the probation period for any reason. 

2.	 ISSUES 

Counsel state the issues differently. The plaintiff states them as: 

(a)	 Was the Plaintiff wrongfully dismissed? 
(b)	 If it should be found that the Plaintiff was wrongfully dismissed, then 

what, in the circumstances of this case, is an appropriate notice period? 
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The defendant states the issues as:
 

1.	 What is the requirement for the dismissal of a probationary employee? 
2.	 In the alternative, was there just cause to dismiss the Plaintiff? 

(a)	 Did the Plaintiff perform marginally in his position? 
(b)	 Did the Plaintiff misrepresent a fact which revealed his 

character? 
3.	 Was the Plaintiff guaranteed a two year term of employment? 

The issues are as stated by the plaintiff, but before proceeding to answer the issues, 

it is necessary to make a number of findings as to fact. In doing so I will effectively answer 

the questions posed by the defendant as issues. 

3.	 PREUMINARY 

The basic documentation that must be taken into account in making a number of 

findings of fact are the document entitled "Fax Message" from Alex Smith to Walter Wilson 

undated; the Application for Employment on a Sobeys form signed by Walter Wilson on 

June 12, 1995; a letter dated June 12, 1995 on Sobeys letterhead directed to Mr. A Walter 

Wilson which concludes, "I accept this foregoing offer of employment and agree to the 

conditions specified." followed by the signature of Walter Wilson and dating of June 12, 

1995; and finally the Agreement entered into June 12, 1995 on Sobeys letterhead signed 

Pilot - Walter Wilson and Per Sobeys Inc - EA Smith, 

Because of the importance of these documents, they are produced herewith. 
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FAX MESSAGE 

•
•


FROM:
• Jobey,.
 

•
 AVIATION DEPARTMENT
 
Sobeys Inc. Aviation Dept.

549 Barnes Rd., suite 50 -,
 

• Enfield, NS, Canada, B2T lK3 

PHONE: HANGAR 902-873-3997 
24 HR. 902-465-2255 

;/£tC ~Z;-~ c0:M«( f0kvrn< z:; cC~Y4 ;{)~ZL,; j)¢i
 

~ 

No. of Pages --,-,_ 

; ~~~~~~(£&.I.~~~~~'-t---4":uA~"..i-£,.c.¢-:.....LL:o~~£.....-~~~' 

, .. <7 ?H£-t, 4a a Ua~ a-/?lk~.y u:r:J<r. b ~z:/ . 

IIJ)UR FAX # 902-873-3936

•
~~( ~% a:a~a~;;a A(M 

• off:AU1H-d 041 rlJd ;:if -WJtftky/>!fdk[ aa Co/J<.u:::.l on 0«4 
~t . - . r ...- . . l 

. ~ 
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.: ·""-APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYME'NT~·'J:~'''~~~'~-~._,II,_?,I... :.~., 
. . .... ;;-.' .,..~ . 

•.'I
"CONSIOERATIONFOR EMPlOYMENT IS 8ASEO SOLELY ON OUAlIFICAnONS WITHOUT REGARO TO
 

RACE, COLOUR. AGE. REUGION, SEX, MARITAL STATUS. ANCESTRY. PLACE OF ORIGIN. PHYSICAL DlSABIUTY. OR POlrTICAl8EUEFS.

DO you HAvt A RfLlAlllE ..g YIS DO you""vt A VALID tit YES 
MU"S Of lllA"SI'ORT - 0 liD DIIIV(R~ UCEIOCE , 0 "0 
ATI()It' , 

" 

. ,l' " 

MONI" YEAR MONI" " YEAA DEpAUS 1)I1'L0MAS, •• J 

l' I' 
MOIOI" YEAA MO"'H YEAA 

I' ~ . I' t' 
MO"IH YEAR ~ ~I" YEAII CEAII"CAIES 

I'" YEAA"'ON1" YEAA MOIOI" 

l' l' 

O"'CIAllAIOGUAGIS WAlliE" CLASS 5 I"100'IOG 

o lOP Jil' MIDDLE o lOWIA 
tHIAO tHIRD rHIRO 

o "'HllllCS 0"'CE5 "ElD o DR.....AtlCS 

WHAI 5UIIJECI5 0'0 
YOU lU'1 LIAS" 

AIOY lA40E' 

N ..<; . 

ARE VOUII6/YfARS O~ AGE OAOVHI' 0 YES o NO 
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RE"'SON lOR U ...VlNG 

. IlEASON lOlllEAviHG .. 
.~:.~·.. :!Jirf."~ : • .;. Ii ... : 

SAL...RY 
START flN'SH 

S"'L ...RY 
51"RI IIN'SH 

C1\..1 

S""RVlSOftS ........E 

SUPlRVlS()tIIS ..... ME ' 

C,,\,tJ 
GilL'S 

III u/l'O$l11ON 

IIIu/l'O$lIlO,. 

PeloT
.~\ 

"'O"TH YE'" 

(q,73 7S 

IMP A/v o~ ~UJno 'K!PfC"'C, 

901.. &.13_",:::!~!""l7:..---=::,3J..7 _ 

I(OlllD LASTE"'''''DYER 

I DECLARE THAT THE FACTS SET FORTH ABOvE IN MY APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT ARE TRUE AND COMPLETE, I 
UNDERSTAND THAT IF I AM EMPLOYED. FALSE STATEMENTS ON THIS APPlICATION SHALL BE SUFFICIENT CAUSE FOR 
DISMISSAL REGAROLESS OF SENIORITY OR OTHER CONSIDERATIONS. 

-) 

RE"'SON lOR L~"'YIHCiS...L...RY 
SI...IIT fiNISH 

SUPlRVlS()tIIS NAME IIIu/l'O$lII()N 

$Al.AIl't 

SIAlII INSH 

] DATE·(J~ /'2 f /9 rs: SIGNATUREOFAPPLICANT~-1iL~Jo..-,"" 
.~-, -~_..-.._-_.. -_.!.._--_._- _.. _---------_ .. 
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.robeyt., 
11.01'100 n"'ffT 

ITI~~A"TON.""WA ICOTlA IQll leo 

This Agreement made th~ ,I-. rk of Tv""c ,1995 between, A. W~LTar'" UJ I\. So~ (the pilot) and Sobeye Inc. of Stellarton J 

Nova Scotia., WheX"ea5:
 
A: The Pilot is employed on a full time basls by SobeYB
 , In~. 
B: Sobeye Inc. has trained or will be training the Pilot 

on the Citation 11 aircraft. 
c: Sobeys Inc.has or will incur substantial cost in 

training the Pilot and familiarizing him with the
D Sobeys Inc. Av16tion Dept, vroceduree. , In consideration of full time emploYlllent of the Pilot, the 

parties hereto agree as follo~~: , 1. The Pilot acknowledgee that SobeY5 Inc haa or will 
incur a minimum tra1nlng cost of $20.000 in connection 
with the citation aircraft training. 

I 
2. The Pilot agree8 to remain available for full time 

employment by Sobeya Inc. for at least a period of 24 
month3 from the date of training. The Pilot shall have 
no further liability hereunder at the end of auch 24 
month period or should the Pilot be terminated by

I Sobeys Inc. or in the event of death or d13ability of 
the Pilot. 

I 
3. If the Pilot is not available for full time employment 

for a minimum of 24 months t.he Pilot aSl'eel::5 to pay 
Sobeya Inc. the amount of $20.000.00 lees an amounl of 
$833.33 for each completed month the Pilot has been: 

I (i) avoilable for full time employm~nt 

(ii) under permanent medical disability whereby 
the pilot 18 unable to fly - provided that if 
such medical disability 3hall continue for a

I period of 12 month~ • than eny.ob11~ation to 
pay any amounts ~nder this agreement ~hall be 
terminb.ted. 

, 
(iii) Thi3 agreement ahall be blndingupon the 

partie5 hereto and their respective heirs. 
executors, adminietrators. aucceS60ra and 
asslglll:S. 

hereto have executed thia 

PlLOT- ~~t.~ _ 
pe! SOBBYS INC'-~J?1~~ 

IN THE PRESENCE OF 

WHEREOF the parties, 
, 
, 
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11$ "tHO IT"CU 

ITI~~""'TO"",.O".. Il;QTIjl\ 10K 150 

June 12. 199tl 

Hr. A. Walter W1180n
 
7 Judy Antle Court
 
Sackv1lle. NS
 
B4C JX5


1 
J r. 

Dear Hl'. Wil:son. 

r., I am plea:sed ~o confirm our offer of employment to you 6S
 
Captain with Sobey~ Inc. commenc1ne June 17. 1995.
 

Your starting salary will be $60.000 per annum it will be 
rev1ewed on June 1st 1~96 and onnually thereafter. 
Overtime is not available. 

1	 You are required to participate in the company group health
 
and insurance program as per Sobey:s' standard policy.
 

You will b~ eligible foe three weeks vacation per year as 
per SabeY:l Inc, vacat.ton policy. 
You are required to join the Company Pension Plan and 
Preferred Profit Sharins Plan effective the date you1	 commence your employment. 2.5% of Bross ·aalary goe:s toward 
the pen:sion program to a maximum o( $1000. yh1ch is ma~ch.d by the- --~.LI 
Company. ~~I	 Your employment 18 contingent upon the fo1Iow1n~: 

- You pO:!!l8e:!!l:l a valid Canad i.an Air line Traneport Pilote

I I icenee wi t.h multi engine nieht and illl:lt.r.un\ent 
rating:s. 

I	 - You 5uccesaful1y pass a Pilot Proficiency check by 
Tr~neport Canada on the Citation 11 aircraft. 

1 - You agree to a two year contract coverin~ initial 
training costs. 

l
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Jobeyt+I II •• 'I'OQ STIl(E' 
'TI~LA"ro .., jOjUv" SCOTIl~ 8CIlC '. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I - Z-

As per indul'try standard you will be on probatlon until six

I mon~he after y~u aeeume flying duties with Sobey~ Inc. 

I 
Sobeys Inc. m~y at any time during this probation for any 
r~aeon terminate your employment. 
I acknowledge that you have verbally accepted this offer of 
employment; however, we requ1re that written acceptance be 
made by signing thig offer. 

I I would like to welcome you to the SobeY5" team and wish you 
continued ~U~~~8e. 

I E. ALEX SMITH 
Aviation Manager/ Chief Pilot
 

I Sobeys Inc.
 

I cc: A. D. Rowe /' 
J.K. Lynn , I 

I 
I
I I accept thifl foregoini offer ~.f employment and agree to the
 

conditions specified.
 

,I , __r~_t2.,..L~:f:.S-
Signb. t.UL'ts Date , 

I 
I 

/ 
I 
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4. FINDINGS OF FACf 

1. That A Walter Wilson has extensive flying experience dating back to 1973 as 

exhibited on the three copies of his resume tendered into evidence. 

2. That on none of the earlier resumes, that is prior to the resume dated January, 1996, 

did Mr. Wilson note the period of approximately two and a half weeks when he was 

employed by Eastern Provincial Airlines. During this period, he began training on the 

Hawker Siddeley 748. After a fall out with E.P.A, he continued and successfullycompleted 

the training on the HS 748 with Austin Airways at his own expense. He variously described 

this as a training period, an insignificant period in which he did not fly any aircraft for 

E.PA He noted that it was a brief time period, ten years prior to the filing of his first 

resume in 1988with Sobeys, and that he has only included it on his January, 1996 resume 

because Sobeys Inc., in dismissing him, made an issue of it and described it as 

misrepresentation warranting consideration as just cause. 

Mr. Wilson gave evidence that he wanted to work for EPA because it was a regional 

airline. He filed a resume with EPA and received an offer which he accepted and 

commenced their training program at ground school. EPA did not have a simulator, and 

the training moved into the aircraft, a Hawker Siddeley 748. He viewed the situation as an 

offer for employment, and on completion of training he expected to work for them. His 

trainer was Cyril Dunbar, a former military pilot employed by EPA Mr. Wilson proceeded 

with the two weeks of ground school which dealt with the airplane systems, etc. and he 

successfully completed an examination and moved to the training program in the aircraft. 
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This in-flight training lasted approximately 4.5 hours. An incident occurred on take off 

where Cyril Dunbar was sitting in the Captain's seat, another trainee in the right seat and 

Mr. Wilson in the jump seat observing, A difference of opinion developed between Mr. 

Dunbar and Mr. Wilson in the operation of the plane. After this Mr. Dunbar brought the 

plane in to land and in the debriefing responded to Mr. Wilson with words to the effect, "we 

got away with it, we handled it." The next day, after a very brief flight, Mr. Dunbar 

indicated to Mr. Wilson that it was not going to work out for him with EPA and refused any 

discussion. Mr. Wilson then went, at his own expense, and secured an endorsement on the 

HS 748 at Austin Airways. There was no evidence before me that Mr. Dunbar had the 

authority of release and dismissal or that the departure of Mr. Wilson from EPA, for 

whatever reason, was formalized. When asked why he did not list this brief period with 

EPA on his resume, he indicated that it was a long time ago, and he did not think he 

worked for EPA because he did not have any flight tests, nor did he ever fly passengers as 

was intended to be in his employment. He never thought it was of any significance, and it 

did not come to his mind as a period of employment when he prepared his resume. 

I am satisfied and find as a fact that Mr. Wilson did not intend to mislead Sobeys or 

anyone by the omission of this brief period he spent with EPA 

There is no evidence before me of any determination by EPA questioning the 

competency of Mr. Wilson as a pilot or on any material aspect that would be relevant in his 

fulfilling the terms of his employment with Sobeys. Mr. Wilson's evidence as to why he did 
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not include it by omission in his resume is consistent with what he advised Sobeys when 

Sobeys' chief pilot, Mr. Smith inquired of him as to this brief period with EPA Mr. Rowe, 

the Vice President of Sobeys, who had the ultimate authority to terminate Mr. Wilson's 

employment related Mr. Wilson's EPA period as a failure to reveal a matter that reflected 

on his performance as a pilot, a conclusion that goes somewhat further than the evidence 

warrants particularly as no inquiry was ever made by Sobeys or anyone of Mr. Dunbar or 

EPA to ascertain if the situation was other than as related by Mr. Wilson. 

Mr. Rowe indicated that Sobeys had a policy to dismiss any employee who had failed 

to make full disclosure on her/his application for employment, and the chief pilot, Mr. 

Smith, indicated that had it been known at the outset of the EPA period of employment, 

Mr. Wilson would not have been offered employment as a pilot with Sobeys. On a balance 

of probabilities, I am satisfied that had the reference to EPA been placed upon Mr. Wilson's 

resume, this would not have changed or deterred Sobeys from their engagement and 

employment of Mr. Wilson as a pilot. Mr. Wilson was well known to the Company. The 

aviation community is a relatively small community and in fact Mr. Wilson, while an 

instructor at the Halifax Flying Club, was Mr. Rowe's instructor when he obtained his pilot's 

license. When the offer of employment was given by Sobeys to Mr. Wilson, the Company 

had already been turned down by the only other two persons on their short list. Had their 

been a reference to EPA on Mr. Wilson's resume, I am completely satisfied Sobeys would 

have proceeded to offer him employment rather than commence again with a blind add and 

recruitment. 
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I find that the terminology used on the application form, warning the applicant of the 

consequences of a false statement, was wide enough to encompass any omission that was 

relevant and upon which the Company would have acted otherwise than they did. 

In all of the circumstances I conclude and I accept the evidence of Mr. Wilson that 

the omission was not only unintentional but it did not impact upon his professional 

competency as a pilot and was of such a short duration, it did not amount to an omission 

to, by itself, justify termination of his employment. 

I am satisfied that, even with the stated policy of Sobeys not to hire anyone who has 

been dismissed form a chartered airline employment, had Mr. Wilson listed this brief period 

he was with EPA, his employment with Sobeys would have followed the same path that 

occurred. 

3. I find that, had Mr. Rowe considered the overall performance without reference to 

the EPA aspect which he elevated to a matter of professional performance, he would not 

have terminated the employment of Mr. Wilson ~ the 19th of September, 1995. It is 

interesting that Mr. Wilson, after adding this brief period with EPA to his resume, has, since 

his dismissal by Sobeys, secured employment as a first officer pilot with a scheduled airline. 

4. The fax message (p. 3) in referring to, lias per our phone conversation today, June 

2, 1995" effectively dates the fax message, and I accept the evidence of Mr. Smith that he 
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hand delivered that document to Mr. Wilson that very day, June 2, 1995 and not as Mr. 

Wilson suggests that it might not have been given to him until the 12th of June, 1995. I am 

satisfied that in the telephone conversation of June 2, 1995, Mr. Wilson indicated to Mr. 

Smith that he would require something in writing before giving notice to his then employer, 

the Province of Nova Scotia, and he did not give notice until after receipt of this fax 

message. Mr. Wilson indicates he gave a week's notice to the Province of Nova Scotia and 

his employment with Sobeys commenced the 17th of June, 1995 as indicated in the fax 

message. 

5. Mr. Wilson had the fax message from the 2nd of June, 1995, therefore an opportunity 

to raise any questions as to its contents, including the reference to a six-month probation 

clause prior to his formal acceptance of employment by signing the letter to him of the 12th 

of June, 1995 and further that he did not raise any questions or comment upon the 

reference to a six-month probation clause. 

6. That in the letter of acceptance, dated June 12, 1995, Mr. Wilson agreed to the 

conditions specified. His acceptance was without questioning the probationary term. 

7. That the probationary term was not, as suggested by Mr. Wilson, related to a time 

frame for Mr. Wilson to meet the contingencies of employment required in the employment 

contract of June 12, 1995. He had a valid Canadian Airline transport pilot's license before 

signing the letter of June 12th and simultaneous with signing that letter, he signed the two
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year contract covering initial training costs and knew that he would in relatively short order 

be taking his pilot proficiency check on the Citation IT aircraft which he in fact successfully 

obtained July 20, 1995. 

8. Was Mr. Wilson a probationary employee? 

The contract entered into by the parties anticipated employment of Mr. Wilson for 

an indefinite period, but nevertheless it projected employment of some duration. The 

contract speaks of an annual salary to be reviewed a year later in June, 1996, summer 

holidays, pension plan, etc. Sobeys, by separate document required reimbursement by Mr. 

Wilson of its training investment in the event Mr. Wilson left the company's employment 

on his own accord. This separate agreement, at page 6, is a training expenses recovery 

agreement, and it does not define or establish a term of employment. I have already found 

that the employment was of an indefinite nature but nevertheless, it is inescapable that the 

parties anticipated they were entering into an employment arrangement projected to be of 

some duration. The contract itself contains a probationary period described as one being 

lias per industry standards". The industry referred to is of course the aviation industry, and 

the probationary term in the contract directly relates to flying duties. It is essentially a 

provision that highlights the necessity of the employee securing the level of proficiency and 

performance to meet the duties required. Although a specific time frame is mentioned, it 

is in the context of the overall clear intent that the level of proficiency and performance be 

achieved within the stated probationary time frame. Provision for dismissal"for any reason" 
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while broad terminology which gives the Company a very wide latitude, it nevertheless is 

subject to reasonableness. 

A contract which contains a provisionary term is setting, in essence, a deadline 

to attain the level of performance acceptable to the employer and is somewhat different 

than the standard probationary employee contract. A probationary employee contract is one 

where the prospective employer is hired for a specific term, and the contract provides for 

termination at the end of that specific period unless an offer of employment is then made 

by the employer and accepted by the employee. Obviously there are a myriad of variances; 

however, the contract of employment in this case does not constitute Mr. Wilson as a 

probationary employee with a set predetermined termination date, but rather a contract of 

employment which anticipated employment of some duration but set out in a term of the 

contract an outside period for attainment by Mr. Wilson of a standard of performance 

required by the Company. I will address this matter further under consideration as to the 

reasonableness of notice required in this situation. 

9. Mr. Wilson's counsel suggests that Sobeys ought to have provided a support system 

for Mr. Wilson, by counselling or otherwise, and that the manner in which the dismissal was 

conducted was lacking in any reasonable consideration for Mr. Wilson and his family 

warranting consideration either in relation to the period of notice or under the heading of 

damages. 
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I find no fault whatsoever with the manner in which Mr. Rowe conducted the 

termination of Mr. Wilson's employment. He recognized the need to be specific, and the 

desirability of conducting the dismissal with as much attention as possible to Mr. Wilson's 

personal privacy and in a manner likely to minimize or at least not exacerbate the possible 

difficulties Mr. Wilson would incur in securing future employment in a relatively small 

aviation community. Mr. Smith neither recommended the dismissal nor the retention of Mr. 

Wilson and the manner in which Mr. Rowe handled the dismissal recognized that it was his 

sole obligation to make that determination, and that it was desirable for both Mr. Wilson 

and Mr. Smith that no animosity be created as they would undoubtedly come in contact with 

each other from time to time in the limited aviation community. 

Mr. Rowe made it clear that the determination was a corporate decision with the 

recognition that the aviation community lives in close quarters and is a small community and 

that Mr. Wilson would be continuing to work within that community, as would Mr. Smith. 

Rather than running the risk of speculation, Mr. Rowe quite properly invited in Mr. Smith's 

other pilot with Sobeys and explained to him in confidence that it was a corporate decision. 

He did not comment upon, in any adverse manner on Mr. Wilson's performance, and in fact 

did not discuss Mr. Wilson's performance with the other Sobey's pilot. The termination of 

Mr. Wilson was done in private. It is acknowledged by Mr. Rowe that Mr. Wilson was 

shocked. There was a clear awareness of the magnitude of the impact that would result upon 

Mr. Wilson and his family, and to Sobeys' credit, the Company did not cut off his 

remuneration immediately, but there is nothing in the evidence that suggests counselling for 
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employment, psychological or other reasons was necessary or even appropriate. Overall, no 

criticism or damages flow from the manner in which Mr. Wilson was terminated. Mr. 

Wilson can take comfort from the fact that he received a great deal of support from many 

members of the aviation community, and this speaks highly of his professional and personal 

standing within the community. 

10. I have already concluded that Mr. Wilson would not have had his employment 

terminated as of September 19, 1995 if his resume had disclosed the brief period of 

employment with EPA I find also that while Sobeys' chief pilot considered the overall pilot 

proficiency check of July 20, 1995 to be a marginal performance by Mr. Wilson, the highly 

trained and experienced civil aviation inspector, Mr. Plumstead, of Transport Canada, 

provided a somewhat more objective conclusion. He would not call it marginal, and at no 

time did he consider Mr. Wilson's performance during the test as unsatisfactory. He 

confirmed that Mr. Wilson passed the proficiency check, but he did express some surprise 

that Mr. Wilson had some difficulties with respect to knowledge of the systems, etc. because 

Mr. Plumstead knew Mr. Wilson had recently completed the flight safety training program 

in the United States. In Mr. Plumstead's experience, one who has completed that course 

is usually completely up-to-date and on top of such things as systems. Much of Mr. 

Plumstead's evidence supports the difficulty in transition from propeller to jet aircraft and 

Mr. Wilson's own evidence that the initial training he undertook for Sobeys with flight safety 

was not without its difficulties in that his particular instructor was not entirely focused and 

the pilot with whom he was paired was from Yugoslavia and had a severe language problem 
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which caused real limitations in working with a partner throughout portions of the flight 

safety school program. It is noted that Sobeys raised this issue with the flight safety school, 

and in due course received approximately 50% of the cost of Mr. Wilson's training as 

reimbursement. Although the school did not acknowledge any short comingsin the training 

of Mr. Wilson, its reimbursement speaks to the contrary. I find that Mr. Wilson was the 

unfortunate 'victim of less than the. normal adequate training the industry expected from 
-

flight safety and that Sobeys, in particular, anticipated and assumed he had achieved. 

Mr. Plumstead spoke highly of Mr. Smith and confirmed my own assessment of him 

as a competent professional who maintained and sought, if not perfection, a very high 

standard. 

I find that as of the date of termination, the 19th of September, 1995, Sobeys had 

already, prior to that date, put in place attendance of Sobeys' pilots, Mr. Smith, Mr. 

Mazzorama and Mr. Wilson for flight safety school in California in October, 1995 which 

would have provided an update and independent assessment of Mr.Wilson's proficiency and 

performance. The performance evaluation by Mr. Smith and Mr. Wilson internally to 

Sobeys, while critical in some respects, did not contain any recommendation for the 

termination of Mr. Wilson's employment and acknowledged amongst Mr. Wilson's strengths 

in job performance, his hands-on flying skills, hisgood, basic flying skills, attitude and desire 

to learn. The appraisal checks in the affirmative the question, "Is employee suited for the 

type of work he/she is presently performing?" I find, and will refer to further in the 
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decision that Sobeys ought to have awaited the scheduled training and assessment with 

Flight Safety in October, 1995 to meet a minimum standard of reasonableness in all the 

circumstances. 

5. CASES 

1. Rocky Credit Union v. Jrlgginson (1995), 10 C.C.E.L. (2d) 1 (Alta. C.A) 

Mr. Higginson entered a written employment contract as General Manager of the 

Credit Union and it provided for a six month probation period. He left the General 

Managership of another Credit Union and commenced employment November 1, 991 and 

was dismissedby the Board of Directors April 8, 1992. Generally until April 6, 1992, he was 

considered to be performing his duties in a satisfactory manner. Dismissal was not being 

contemplated. 

On April 6, 1992, he presented a long over due claim for relocation expenses and the 

audit committee felt it contained claims not covered by the contract and submitted the 

matter to the Board of Directors. After discussing the claim, the contract of employment, 

and an overdue line of credit, as well as other concerns about his failure to follow Board 

directions, the Board decided that they had lost confidence in him and in his ability to 

continue as the General Manager and voted for his dismissal. 

The trial judge held the dismissal was premature and the Alberta Court of Appeal 
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determined at p. 4: 

To establish justification for the dismissal of a probationary employee, 
the employer need only establish that (1) he had given the probationary 
employee a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate his suitability for the job; 
(2) he decided that the employee was not suitable for the job; (3) that his 
decision was based on an honest, fair and reasonable assessment of the 
suitability of the employee, including not only job skills and performance but 
character, judgment, compatibility, reliability, and future with the company. 
In cases of a probationary review, the court will not require that the employer 
establish actual cause, just that the employer decided that the employee was 
unsuitable, on the criteria indicated above. 

The Alberta Court of Appeal overturned the trial Justice's decision on the basis she 

erred in principle in assessing each ground or concern individually and in failing to assess 

the totality of the concerns and the cumulative effect of various problems in the context of 

the position of trust and responsibility of Mr. Higginson as the General Manager. The 

Court of Appeal concluded, on the totality of the evidence, that the Board of Directors had 

just cause for the summary dismissal of Mr. Higginson. 

2. ladot v. Concert Industries Ltd. (1995), 10 C.C.E.L. (2d) 13 (B.C.S.C.) 

The trial Justice determined that Ms. Jadot was a probationary employee, and that 

her probationary period ran for three months from the time she began working full time. 

The trial Justice reviewed several decisions dealing with what an employer is entitled to do 

in regard to terminating an employee during a probationary period. Sigurdson, J. determined 

in the factual situation before him that: 

The purpose of a probationary period is not simply a time to consider 
the technical skills of a potential permanent employee. It is an opportunity 
for the employer to assess the character of the applicant and determine if the 
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employee will work in harmony with the organization if hired permanently. 

It was clear that personality and style were extremely important in the relatively small 

operation represented by Concert Industries Ltd. and compatibility, as an important issue, 

was made clear to Ms. Jadot. Many of the employees found it impossible to work with Ms. 

Jadot. In addition, the corporate solicitor indicated that he and his secretary could not 

continue to work for the company if the situation continued. 

Sigurdson, J. held that in the circumstances, the company did not have to advise the 

employee of its concerns nor extend an opportunity to respond. He concluded that the 

company took reasonable steps and reached the opinion to dismiss, in good faith, on the 

basis that Ms. Jadot was not compatible within the organization and accordingly, found she 

was not wrongfully dismissed and that her employment was lawfully terminated during the 

probationary period. 

3. Ritchie v. Intercontinental Packen Ltd (1982), 2 C.C.E.L. 147 (Sask. a.B.) 

Noble, J. adopted the term "probationary employee" inMitchellv. R (1979),23 a.R. 

(2d) 65 at p. 83, at the bottom of p. 152: 

... the term is well understood in business and industry as an employee who 
is being tested to enable the employer to ascertain the suitability of the 
employee for its purposes. Probation is a period when the employee may 
prove that he is suitable for regular employment as a permanent employee 
and will meet the standards set by the employer. 
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After adopting this definition, Noble, J. stated at p. 153: 

... Thus where such an employee is fired, it seems to me that the only onus 
that rests on an employer to justify the dismissal, is that he show the Court 
that he acted fairly and with reasonable diligence in determining whether or 
not the proposed employee was suitable in the job for which he was being 
tested. So long as the probationary employee is given a reasonable 
opportunity to demonstrate his abilityto meet the standards the employer sets 
out when he is hired, including not only a testing of his skills, but also his 
ability to work in harmony with others, his potential usefulness to the 
employer in the future, and such other factors as the employer deems 
essential to the viable performance of the position, then he has no complaint. 
As for the employer, he cannot be held liable if his assessment of the 
probationary employees' suitability for the job is based on such criteria and 
a fair and reasonable determination of the question. In my opinion the law 
does not require the employer to do anything more. 

6. NOTICE 

The reasonableness of notice is not determined in the abstract or by any fixed 

yardstick. There is no exhaustive list of factors to be considered. Each factual situation will 

give rise to a number of factors that need be considered in that specific factual situation. 

Factors that are worthy of some consideration are set out in my decision of Swinamer 

v, Unitel Communications Inc. (1995) 147 N.S.R. (2d) 241. They include: 

1. Character of the employment; 

2. Length of service; 

3. Age; 

4. Availability of similar employment; 

5. Financial - economic position of employer; 
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6. Other factors 

There is no exhaustive list of factors to be taken into account. Each 
factual situation will determine what factors are relevant. For example, in 
Annand v, Cox (Peter M.) Enterprises Ltd. (1992), 111 N.S.R. (2d) 196; 303 
AP.R. 196 (T.O.), the factors were: 

1. Previous employment; 
2. Character of employment; 
3. Standard of employment achieved; 
4. Length of service; 
S. Age; 
6. Availability of similar employment; 
7. Self-imposed limitations on employment. 

7. Geographical location of employee outside the mainstream of an industry may 

necessitate an additional time period for relocation. 

As I have already indicated, there is no exhaustive list. 

It seems to me that in this factual situation, that the fact Mr. Wilson entered a 

contract containing a probationary period is a factor for consideration either under a 

heading such as "character of employment" or by itself and highlight that the security of 

employment anticipated by both parties was, however, subject to the contingency of 

performance satisfactory to the employer so that the employee could not reasonably 

anticipate the duration of notice that would usually be attached to projected secure 

employment. An employee who signs, as did Mr. Wilson, a term of employment that 

contains a probationary element, particularly where he was advised of such many days prior, 

brings home to the employee that she/he has entered a contract of employment which might 

indeed turn out to be of a very short and limited duration. This recognition mitigates 
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against the kind of notice that occurs, for example, in a factual situation where an employer 

entices an employee from secure employment with expressrepresentations as to the security 

of duration and future in the new employment. 

Counsel have provided some cases dealing with notice where the contract of 

employment contained a probation period or where the employee was a probationary 

employee with a set pre-determined employment period. These cases must be read with 

some caution as the factual situation in one case often has factors not present in the 

situation before the court or similar factors which in the total circumstances of a particular 

factual situation are properly weighed either more heavily or of less significance. 

7. ISSUE #1(a) Was the PlaintitT wrongfully dismissed? 

I have already concluded that Mr. Wilson was subject to a probationary term but he 

was not in the true sense a probationary employee. In many cases, a probationary employee 

has her/his contract concluded or terminated by reaching the end of the probationary term. 

In this factual situation, Mr. Wilson was employed for an indefinite period under a contract 

which contained a probationary term to achieve a leval of proficiency and performance 

satisfactory to the employer. That level is subject to reasonableness, and in the 

circumstances the termination of Mr. Wilson for his failure to disclose a brief time of 

employment with EPA did not justify his dismissal, and his dismissal as of September 19, 

1995 was therefore premature. Sobeys acknowledge Mr. Wilson would not have been 

discharged at that time had it not been for the failure to record his EPA employment on 
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his resume; therefore Sobeys wrongfully dismissed Mr. Wilson. 

8. ISSUE #l(b) Ifit should befound that the PlaintifT was wrongfully dismissed, 

then what, in the circumstances of this case, is an appropriate notice period? 

1.	 Character of employment 

Mr. Wilson was employed in a skilled capacity in an area of employment that has 

considerable responsibility. Indeed, it can be said to encompass the ultimate responsibility 

to the employer and others by virtue of the trust in skill and judgment with their very lives. 

2.	 Length of service 

While the employment was anticipated to be of lengthy duration, it turned out to 

be of very short duration which lasted approximately three months, and on termination 

provided remuneration to a maximum extension from termination of 2 V2 months. 

3.	 Age 

Mr. Wilson is now 47 and would have been approximately 45 at the time of entry into 

Sobeys' employment. Mr. Wilson had attained the age where one who has been employed 

has secured a great deal of experience and yet is likely to find increased competition from 

younger persons in the same trade of profession. 

4.	 Availability of similar employment 

All witnesses agreed that the aviation community is relatively small, and it has not 
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been immune from the downsizing and restructuring by both governments and corporations. 

The fact that Mr. Wilson took the better part of a year to secure alternate employment at 

a dramatically reduced income confirms the very limited availability of employment as a 

pilot in the aviation industry and greater lack of availability of employment at the level of 

remuneration Mr. Wilson enjoyed while employed with Sobeys and with the Provincial 

Government. 

5. Probationary period 

This is a limiting factor because it brought home to Mr. Wilson, or ought to have, 

that his engagement by Sobeys was far from guaranteed employment and subject to the 

contingency of satisfying Sobeys as to his performance and proficiency. He knew of his 

total lack of experience in flying jet aircraft, and he was aware this would necessitate 

training and the attainment of proficiency. 

All the factors that I have recited remove this case a considerable distance from 

those that provide notice in the range of 21 months as sought by Mr. Wilson. In addition 

to consideration of the factors, I note those factors that do not exist here which have 

warranted in many of the cases the kind of notice sought by Mr. Wilson. While Sobeys 

activelysought out Mr. Wilson in 1988 when they set up their aviation department, such was 

not the situation in 1995. The situation, in fact, was reversed in that there was no 

inducement or enticement by Sobeys to have Mr. Wilson leave his employment with the 

Province of Nova Scotia in 1995. Mr. Wilson took the initiative, made the inquiry and 

applied for employment with Sobeys. While he did require something in writing when 
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offered employment, that something in writing clearly indicated the contingency aspect of 

probation, and this was repeated in the actual terms of the contract presented to Mr. Wilson 

which he chose to accept. 

His employment with the Province of Nova Scotia was "secure"; however, the climate 

had changed from what it was in 1988 in that the Province had downsized the aircraft being 

flown by Mr. Wilson. There were no relocation expenses. Mr. Wilson knew or ought to 

have known the risks involved in taking employment of the nature that was offered to him, 

and therefore on termination, reasonableness of notice must be determined bearing that in 

mind. 

9. CONCLUSION 

The factual situation before me is considerably different than the factual situation in 

the cases I have reviewed. In a case such as this, where the contract of employment has a 

probationary aspect which encompasses overall suitability of the employee, but is primarily 

centred and focused upon that employee's proficiency to perform a fundamental function, 

ie. flying it's corporate aircraft, the duty upon the employer is to conduct itself reasonably. 

I have difficulty suggesting that fairness is a part of the appropriate testing mechanism 

because fairness is a subjective approach whereas reasonableness provides greater guidance 

because its an objective standard. This means that the employer must provide the employee 

with the normal basic requirements for the job, ie, in-house training or otherwise, basic 

equipment, minimal staff, if that is a normal element, etc. In essence the basic where-with

all to develop and perform the employment requirements to the standard anticipated and 
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directed by the contract of employment. The employer is entitled to set the standard of 

time for the achievement of this standard of employment. This must present a reasonable 

time frame for the employee to demonstrate suitability. In this case, it is unreasonable of 

Sobeys to have terminated Mr. Wilson's employment prior to the independent testing, which 

had already been scheduled in October, 1995. Given an indication from Mr. Wilson that 

the training program directed by Sobeys had significant deficiencies, the extensive flying 

experience and Mr. Wilson being limited to non-jet aircraft, given the age, the character of 

employment, that although Sobeysdid not entice or induce Mr. Wilson to leave his relatively 

secure employment with the Province of Nova Scotia, they nevertheless were aware of it. 

All of these circumstances taken in totality lead me to conclude that when the October 

testing had been completed, if Sobeys wished to terminate Mr. Wilson's employment such 

was their right, subject to a measure of reasonableness, then they could do so with relatively 

minimal notice which I would fix at two months from October 31, 1995. Sobeys did in fact 

provide notice and remuneration to the 30th of November which falls but one month short 

of what I have determined would be appropriate notice. If Sobeys wished to give notice as 

of the 19th of September, then in my view reasonable notice would have been to the end 

of the year, the 31st of December, 1995. Mr. Wilson is accordingly entitled to one month's 

additional remuneration which I take to be approximately $5,000. I will rely upon counsel 

to do the mathematical calculations, and there may well be a credit due from some very 

minimal flight or employment income if Mr. Wilson in fact received such up to and inclusive 

of December 31, 1995. I am under the impression that counsel intended to address this 

aspect themselves. If there is any difficulty, the Court may be spoken to. 
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Similarly I am under the impression that if there is any adjustment with respect to 

pension or other benefits, counsel will be able to resolve that aspect. Counsel might find 

some assistance in Knox v, Interprovincial Engineering Ltd. et ale (1993), 120 N.S.R. (2d) 

288. 

10. DAMAGES 

The termination of Mr. Wilson's employment was somewhat of a shock to him, and 

undoubtedly a matter of grave concern to him and his family; however, the evidence before 

me does not support that a claim for damages has been established. Urban Consultants 

Ltd. v. Savard (1990), 29 C.C.E.L. 222 N.S.C.A 

11. COSTS 

Subject to being advised of any factors such as payment into court or offers to settle, 

the "amount involved" would be the amount recovered. Costs in accordance with tariff "A" 

scale 3 would be $1,250 plus disbursements. 

I have attempted to provide guidance with respect to costs; however, counsel are 

entitled to be heard, and if they are unable to agree on costs and disbursements, I ask that 

they file and exchange their written representations on or before the 28th of November, 

1996. 


